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I. Overview
The 7th CITYNET Disaster Cluster Seminar
was held in Yokohama from August 28-30,
2014 with participants from both Japan and
abroad participating in seminars and site
visits held over the course of three days. The
seminar was the first to be hosted by the City
of Yokohama after being appointed as the
lead-city of CITYNET Disaster Cluster during
the CITYNET Congress held in Seoul in
November 2013. The seminar provided
opportunities for sharing and exchanging
various DRR initiatives as well as visits to
Yokohama and Tokyo’s disaster related
facilities. Participants to the seminar
included representatives of local
governments, associations, institutions and
NGOs having programs related to disaster
risk reduction.

II. Introduction
The first Disaster Cluster was formulated out
of the projects that took place in the
aftermath of the 2004 Sumatra Earthquake
and Indian Ocean Tsunami, as well as the
2005 Kashmir Earthquake. These disasters

demonstrated
a great need to address this priority
area, which the members recognised by
supporting the establishment of this cluster
at the 2005 CITYNET Congress in Hanoi,
Vietnam.
The Disaster Cluster has had numerous
activities including meetings and projects for
CITYNET members which includes
reconstruction of a school in Pakistan,
construction of community centers in Sri
Lanka and Indonesia, and workshops as well
as study visits to share disaster management
strategies and coordination.
The cluster was led by Makati until
November 2013, when the City of Yokohama

FOR MORE INFORMATION
The presentation material from the seminar
can be found at the following link:
http://www.citynet-yh.org/resources/

was appointed as the lead-city during
CITYNET Congress held in Seoul. Starting
2014, the City of Yokohama has supported
an online DRR course for CITYNET members
as well as dispatched experts to Iloilo
(Philippines) for the ongoing Community
Based Adaptation and Resiliency Project
(CBARAD) funded by JICA.

III. Seminar Highlights
Lead City: Yokohama
Co-Lead City: Makati
Participating Members: Bangkok, Dhaka North, Dhaka South,
Iloilo, Marikina, MuAN, Surabaya, Bharatpur, Hue

Deputy Mayor Katsunori Watanabe of
the City of Yokohama welcomes
participants to Yokohama at the 7th
CITYNET Disaster Cluster Seminar.

The 7th CITYNET Disaster Cluster Seminar
allowed exchanges among participating
cities, which looked into crisis management,
community projects, waterworks
management and contingency planning. To
open the seminar, Deputy Mayor Katsunori
Watanabe of the City of Yokohama
welcomed the participants to Yokohama and
expressed his support for sharing knowledge
and experience through the City of
Yokohama. Similarly, Mr. Yoichi Ishii, Head
of CITYNET Yokohama Project Office,
highlighted Yokohama’s contribution in the

past mainly on urban infrastructure and now
extending support to CITYNET members on
disaster risk reduction.

i. CITYNET Disaster Cluster
Initiatives
Initiatives on DRR undertaken by some of the
CITYNET Disaster Cluster members including
the City of Yokohama were shared during
this session. Each city highlighted their
activities as well as challenges related to
DRR. In this session, the Office of
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International Policy of the City of Yokohama
introduced Yokohama from its DRR
perspective and the overview of its past
disasters as well as recovery process
following each disaster. They also reaffirmed
their commitment to CITYNET members to
lead the CITYNET Disaster Cluster.
Likewise, Makati and Iloilo presented on their
sound practices and their drive towards
resiliency. Makati’s examples included cityto-city cooperation, operational and
management initiatives and community
based DRM activities. Iloilo’s highlight was
the achievements of the ongoing Community
Based Adaptation and Resiliency Against
Disasters (CBARAD) project as being
supported by JICA and CITYNET Yokohama
Project Office.

ii. CITYNET Platform for
Disaster Resiliency (CPDR)

Discussion & Field Visits
The 7th Disaster Cluster Seminar involved participants
not only in discussion on Disaster Risk Reduction, but
also in field visits to see disaster-related facilities in
Yokohama and Tokyo firsthand.

The first online course on Disaster Risk
Reduction provided through CITYNET
Yokohama Project Office was conducted in
June 2014. Out of 31 people registered for
the course, 27 successfully completed the
course within the given timeframe. The main
objective of providing the course was to
familiarize DRR professionals with
contemporary concepts and practices from
different cities and improve city-to-city
exchanges for strengthening disaster
resiliency among CITYNET members.
Certificates signed by the Mayor of
Yokohama were handed over to the
participants completing the course. The
course was provided free of cost.
The course had modules and 23 topics
included as either PowerPoints or PDF
documents for the participants. The
PowerPoints included narrations so that
viewers could listen to the explanations of
the slides.

The Yokohama Waterworks
Bureau
Some of the infrastructure in place in the city of
Yokohama to bring fresh water to its residents.

The platform for the course was originally
developed with contributions from Bangkok,
Colombo, Makati and the Earthquakes and
Megacities Initiative (EMI). The platform was
based on the practice of using such tools in
the Fire Bureau of the City of Yokohama.

iii. Crisis Management Office
and Fire Bureau (City of
Yokohama)
The presentation from the Crisis
Management Office of the City of Yokohama
highlighted the actual damages which
occurred during the March 11, 2011 Great
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East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami. The
report included various countermeasures
taken after the incident particularly related
to tsunamis, liquefaction and retrofitting of
the buildings. The operational plans and
procedures were of particular interest to the
participants as it showed the detailed
process in which multiple stakeholders were
being tapped particularly for response
efforts. The presentation also highlighted the
practice of self-help, mutual-help and publichelp as the three key practices for better
disaster mitigation.
Similarly, the Fire Bureau of the City of
Yokohama presented their history,
organizational structure, their response
strategies, and disaster prevention efforts in
the communities. It was highlighted that
Yokohama was the first city in Japan to
introduce the public emergency response
team and the fire rescue team.
The Fire Bureau also shared their response
efforts during the Great East Japan
Earthquake and Tsunami in 2011 including
dispatch of personnel to the affected areas
such as the oil refineries, nuclear power
plants, and communities.

iv. Yokohama Waterworks
Bureau (YWWB)
One of the unique inclusions to the disaster
cluster seminar this year was the
introduction of how a public waterworks
authority prepares itself against disasters.
The first modern waterworks system was
introduced in Yokohama 127 years ago in
1887. In 1890, the waterworks system was
mandated to the local authorities and since
then the City of Yokohama has been
managing the system to provide pure and
safe drinking water to its citizens.
CITY-TO-CITY KNOWLEDGE SHARING
YWWB’s role goes beyond providing daily
water services to its citizens in Yokohama.

To date YWWB has contributed to training
more than 2,632 waterworks personnel
from 127 countries and regions. Its first

dispatch of experts was to Afghanistan in
1973 and in 1987 YWWB launched a
training program for overseas trainees in
Yokohama. In 1999, YWWB started
collaborating with CITYNET to extend its
expertise to CITYNET member cities.

With respect to preparedness for disasters
YWWB has 23 water distribution reservoirs in
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the city where fresh water is continuously
stored for usage during emergencies. In
addition to that the YWWB has 134
underground water storage tanks where 1
tank is located within every 1km radius.
Emergency Underground Water Storage
Tanks are designed to provide water during
the early stages following a disaster. To be
able to pump water to households, the
bureau has generators at its main pumping
stations so that even during blackouts, water
supply will not be interrupted. YWWB now
uses pipes which are flexible and earthquake
resistant. For locations which need
emergency water, tankers carrying potable
water can also be dispatched for distribution
in the communities cut off from regular
water supply.

v. Sharing of DRR Best
Practices
Some selected cities attending the seminar
were requested to present their ongoing
practices which are being newly introduced
in their cities.
Bharatpur Municipality presented their
practice of implementing strict building
codes in their city. The municipality has
been implementing the code since 2011 to
make earthquake safe communities. As the
population is growing by 5 percent every year
in the municipality, rapid construction to
meet the demand has resulted in flawed
structural designs and unsafe practice. In the
past, building permits were given out only for
tax purposes.
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With the national government regulating the
building code in 2003, Bharatpur municipality
decided to implement the practice with the
support of Nepal Society for Earthquake and
Technology (NSET) to train its engineers and
masons. To date 36 consulting engineers
and 275 masons are listed in the
municipality who have been trained through
NSET. The municipality has also started a
‘mobile clinic’ which allows certified
engineers to inspect and advise buildings
under construction.
As such, there has been an increase in
awareness on earthquake safety construction
techniques, improvements on structural
drawings and construction, listing of trained
engineers and masons and growing public
support for the execution of the National
building Code in the municipality.
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration
shared their challenges and its approaches in
dealing with the increasing number of
volunteer fire fighters who may not have
undergone proper trainings or coordination
tactics with Bangkok Fire Department thus
hampering the work of actual fire fighters
who are commissioned through the city.

using improper methods for extinguishing
fires are some of the cases highlighted in the
case study report.
To better coordinate all well intended
missions, Bangkok Fire Department now
conducts orientations with the volunteer fire
fighters which not only includes coordination
but also the methodology in which disaster
situations need to be handled for a safe and
quick operation.

vi. Review and Planning of
CITYNET Disaster Cluster Plans
2014-2017
CITYNET members attending the 7th Disaster
Cluster Plans discussed the existing plan
(2013-2016) originally drafted during the
Strategic Planning Meeting held in Makati in
2012. As most of the items in the plan are still
ongoing, it was decided that they be
continued. Below is the summarized timeline
of activities for the cluster for 2014-2017.

As much as the motive is genuine to help
those in need, the volunteer fire fighters may
put themselves and others in danger by
unintentionally missing the protocol of
proper firefighting and rescue tactics.
Examples such as not wearing proper fire
retardant suits or shoes, driving their own
fire trucks and parking in the narrow lanes
thus obstructing the actual fire trucks, and

IV. Timeline of Activities
PROJECTS/ACTIVITIES
1.

CITYNET Disaster Cluster Seminar during 3rd WCDRR in Sendai

2.

LGSAT (Ten Essentials Checklist)

3.

DRR Best Practices on Urban Resilience

4.

Up-scaling of the GFDRR C2C

5.

Capacity-Building on Recovery and Reconstruction, Damage Needs
Assessment, DRR & CCA Planning

6.

Dispatch of Experts

7.

Inclusion of CITYNET members in CBARAD Project-II

2015

2016

2017
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V. Recommendations for the CITYNET 32nd
Executive Committee Meeting
DRR components in all clusters of
CITYNET, cities can integrate
functional strategies in their
overall development plans
whether it is in transportation,
urban planning, environment, or
education sectors. Therefore the
CITYNET Disaster Cluster
Committee strongly recommends
the inclusion of disaster
components in all training,
seminars, workshops and projects
conducted through various
clusters of CITYNET with particular
emphasis on the Climate Change
Cluster.

In consideration of accomplishing the
proposed tasks stated in the action plan, the
CITYNET Disaster Cluster Committee plans to
table the following items to the 33rd CITYNET
Executive Committee for its approval:

i.

Mainstreaming DRR
in CITYNET Clusters
Recent trends of natural disasters
in Asia and the Pacific have raised
serious concerns in cities both in
coastal and inland areas for an
immediate need to make
contingency plans and address
urban disaster risks. Due to high
vulnerability of urban areas, local
governments are under immense
pressure to react accordingly.
However, with low budget
allocations to address DRR
challenges and lack of expertise
among others, many cities do not
have a clear framework nor
implementation strategies to
tackle the issue. By mainstreaming

ii.

Annual Meeting of
all Four Cluster
Committee Members
This is to encourage participation
and the sustainability of various
activities undertaken through the
four clusters. The meeting will
enable cities to focus their

activities towards meeting the
objectives for CITYNET mid-term
plans. It can enhance further
collaboration and understanding,
encourage evaluation and
monitoring among the clusters,
and it will also help CITYNET
members understand their roles
and the details of ongoing
activities, including the
accountability of the budget and
the progress of each cluster.
Each cluster lead or co-lead can
host the annual meeting covering
local costs (hotel, meals and local
transportation), while the
Secretariat can fund the travel
fees of officers from the other
clusters to the host city. One
representative each from the lead
and co-lead could represent the
cluster and receive funding from
the Secretariat.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
CITYNET’s 32nd Executive Committee Meeting
will be held on Nov. 28th 2014 in Hue, Vietnam.

Participants in the Disaster
Cluster Seminar witnessed
Yokohama’s emergency response
units mobilize during a disaster
simulation drill.
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